Compatibility Hair Test Information and Order Form
Full Name: _______________________________________ Date of Birth: ____/____/_______
Phone Number: ______________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Symptoms: _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

The Details
Cost: $363
Includes hair test and hair test interpretation via short phone/video consultation or email.
Please note that if you choose a phone consult it will focus purely on hair test result interpretation.
Due to limited time we will not be delving into your full health history or symptom picture and
prescription of supplements is unlikely. If you require a full consult please get in touch or book
online directly through my website.
Email correspondence will also only focus on result interpretation, time spent responding to
emails will be the equivalent to a short consult. Additional support is available if needed but will
require an appointment (email, phone/video or in person), please reach out for more information.

Instructions
1. Cut a sample of hair, enough to cover a 10 cent piece and wrap in cling wrap.
Please do not provide single strands of hair or collect old hair from hair brush. It is best to cut the
hair fresh and we advise against using hair cut at the hair dressers as this may cause
contamination and a ect results. Hair does not have to be taken from the root and coloured hair is
okay. If there is not enough head hair, the hair sample can be cut from anywhere on the body.

2. Post hair sample along with this form to:
It’s All Good
11 Monash Street, Golden Beach 4551 QLD
3. Pay invoice. Once your sample and form have been received you will be emitted an
invoice. Invoice must be paid for the sample to forwarded to the lab. Your results will
be emailed out as soon as they have been received.
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Payment can be made via direct deposit, PayPal or credit/debit card by following the prompts/
links within the email.

